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Mission Statement 

Mudassuri is a high class, innovative footwear company. We will showcase a collection 

launching exclusively in Spring/Summer 2020. Our company is influenced by street fashion with 

a futuristic, galaxy inspired look. Mudassuri footwear is designed for the effortlessly bold 

woman who is unapologetically herself. She is comfortable in her skin and loves to feel 

confident and sexy. Our products are exclusive and appropriate for all those within the millennial 

market.  

 

Demographics 

Mudassuri targets women who are between the age range of 22 - 32. She is in the 

generational cohort group of millennials. A typical Mudassuri woman leads a busy life within 

the fashion industry. She is a fashion influencer and innovator. Her career within the fashion 

industry started with her doing PR which allowed for her to build her social media platform. She 

earns between $60,000 to $150,000 a year from her social media pages. Also, she blogs and 



invests in other businesses related to fashion. Our brand is really driven by women who are 

determined to share their influence and inspire others.  

 

Psychographics  

Our brand represents what it’s like to be a millennial woman. She has a superior amount 

of knowledge on technology and social media due to the rising digital age. Her strong and 

independent personality helps for her to be adventurous and very sociable. She loves to go out, 

party with friends, and attend social events. During her free time, she likes to work out, do yoga 

and Pilates, and go to the spa.  

 

Competitors & Competitive Analysis 

Mudassuri’s main competitors are Jeffrey Campbell, Sam Edelman, and Stuart 

Weitzman. As a new company, we’re aware that we have to prove our consistency and 

creativeness. Our competitors have been very successful but we stand out from the rest by the 

way we present our collection to our customers and the way we show our appreciation. We hope 

for our consumers to feel like they are exclusive members of the fashion community. Our newest 

collections are presented at private showings in our showroom in New York City. It will feel like 

a luxurious event where the finest champagne is served and the customers get treated to foot 

massages. Also, not only will customers get a preview of the newest collection, but they will be 

able to get first dibs on any shoes they want from previous or future collections.  If customers are 

extremely loyal and consistent, we would like to send them exclusives on future shoes and the 

newest innovative textiles that we plan to incorporate in upcoming lines.  



New Era Marketing 

Our new era marketing tactic is very simple. We plan to grow our business through the 

use of social media such as Instagram. Instagram is a fast growing platform where we will be 

able to see the products consumers really like while also getting feedback. With 

acknowledgement of the digital age, we will be able to lure our target market since we know that 

they are easily reached through social media.  

Celebrities such as Bella Hadid, Teyana Taylor, Rihanna, and Zendaya are some of the 

biggest influencers of our generation. We feel that their aesthetic embodies our vision and 

represents our brand identity.  

 

Spring/Summer 2020 - Star Girl  

The Mudassuri Star Girl collection consists of grungy, futuristic, eclectic looks. We 

source our fabrics in India, but produce in the Garment District of New York City. The company 

works very closely with the manufacturing company since our brand is very small. A showcase 

for our shoe collection happens only twice a year so we like to be diligent with the production 

process and make sure our customers get great quality and durable shoes. The textiles used 

within our collection are spandex, nylon, latex, and faux leather. Our color palette includes the 

colors red, yellow, black, blue, and beige. Our shoes have a signature reflective, silver material 

in the sole of the shoe that is bound to turn heads and make a statement. One of the star colors 

from our limited collection is orange.  
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Color Palette  

 

 

 


